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Abstract
The effect of teambuilding on team development was studied with a quasi-experimental design by evaluating
consultants’ teambuilding interventions in 20 experimental groups within a Swedish state authority. These were
compared to 22 control groups that did not receive an intervention. Team development was assessed through
pre- and post-test with the “Group Development Questionnaire” (GDQ). Results indicated that experimental groups
had significant higher values on scale IV in the GDQ in the post-test compared to control groups. There were no
significant differences between experimental and control groups on GDQ scale I-III across time. The results indicate
that teambuilding contributes to team development and encourages to further research with regard to “real life” work
groups.

Keywords: Teambuilding; Team development; Quasi-experiment;
Experiment–control group design; Field study

Introduction
To a great extent, groups may be viewed as the oldest form of
social organizations wherein humans have congregated to coordinate
experience and resources towards a common goal [1]. From a historical
perspective, organization within groups has contributed uniquely to
human development and success leading to present-day achievements
[2]. Current working life conditions are almost exclusively dependent
upon team-based work whereby individuals collaborate in order to
carry out ever-increasingly complex assignments [2]. Within group
research, several definitions of the group and team concepts are
applied. The present treatise, focused upon work groups, maintains the
definition of team as: three or more persons working together in order
to complete assignments and achieve common goals. Team members
are mutually dependent upon each other with complementary roles and
tasks. Thus, it is obvious which individuals belong to the group and
which do not [3,4].
An overwhelming literature indicates the advantages of team-based
work, both for the organization and the individual [2,5]. Nevertheless,
evidence indicates that it is not sufficient simply to distribute individuals
into a group and expect the group to develop into a well-functioning
team [2]. In order to develop its full potential a group must acquire the
right conditions and necessary support:
“However, the simple existence of a team-based organizing
structure is not enough to ensure that positive outcomes will result.
Teams must be nurtured, supported, and developed” [2]. The purpose
of the present study was to examine if a teambuilding program, led by
consultants, contributed to team development among 20 experimental
groups compared to 22 control groups in a Swedish state authority.
One of the most common types of intervention regarding group
development is “Team-building” [2], the influence of which is
analyzed in the present study. Despite the broad application of these
interventions, the research concerning efficacy of team-building and
which interventions have proven beneficial and why has been limited
[2]. Furthermore, the likelihood of generalizing findings from previous
research to current occupational conditions has been questioned due
to serious limitations pertaining to method and selection [2,6,7].
The present study aims to contribute aspects of group-development
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research that explore how team-building interventions may influence
the evolution of groups through the analysis of data derived from a
public sector group development project. The project was implemented
using an experimental- and control-group design wherein forty-two
groups experienced pre- and post-measurements through application
of the “Group Development Questionnaire” instrument to determine
developmental/maturity levels according to “The Integrated Model
of Group Development” [1]. Half of the studied groups were given
consultant support for group-development whereas the other half were
not given any development support during the project time.

The Integrated Model of Group Development, IMGD
This study is based on the Integrated Model of Group Development
(IMGD) and the linked instrument Group Development Questionnaire
(GDQ) [8], as a way of describing and measuring different degrees of
team development. The integrated model is an integration of earlier
theory and research on team development across time [7,9-12]. The
validity of the IMGD and GDQ has been established in a number of
studies [8,13-15]. IMGD is a model describing four stages of group
development. The stages are (I) dependency and inclusion, (II) counterdependency and fight, (III) trust and structure, and (IV) work and
productivity.
The first stage is characterized by team member dependency on
the leader, safety concerns, and inclusion issues. The second stage is
distinguished by team members having opposing perspectives, counterdependency toward the leader, and tensions in the team. The third stage
is distinguished by increased trust and focus on finding better structure
and strategies for goal achievement in the team. Finally, the fourth stage
is characterized by the intense focus of team members on achieving
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the goal(s). Stage IV groups have also established a team climate of
openness and cohesion that facilitates effective work. Stage I groups
typically spend about 40% working effectively and Stage IV groups
about 80% of the time. The remaining time is used for maintenance,
and dealing with interpersonal issues that arise and the like [15].
Groups characterized by greater development/maturity (i.e., more
of stage IV work) are associated with higher levels of goal attainment
[14,16,17] and well-being among the group members [18,19].
Available data on distribution across stages based on 764 work groups’
representative of Swedish working life shows that 29% of the groups
occupy stage I, 21% in stage II, 30% in stage III and 20% in stage IV
[20].

Team-Building
Group-development may be divided into two overall categories:
team-building and team-training [21]. Shuffler et al. [21] imply
that interventions for team-building and team-training both aim at
increasing team efficacy yet focus upon different types of teams and
therewith the different requirements of teams. Team-training aspires
to the preparation of loose and transient ‘patchwork’ teams into units
that are able to collaborate [21] through the consolidation of groupmembers acquiring co-operative skills such as communicative, which
implicate the inclusion of practical training within specific contexts
that are specific to the work or task [2]. In contrast to team-training,
team-building is described as most effective when a team has a specific
problem that hinders the team in its work and thus shows most
utility for stable groups composed of the same members over time
that have long experience of working together [21]. Team-building
is generally less structured with the purpose of of teaching groups
basic accomplishments that are important for collaborative enterprise
[22]. It is constructed according to the notion that group-members
are facilitated by themselves making diagnosis and identification of
problems in order to regulate their own behavior [21].
Currently, team-building defines one of the most common
interventions for group development [2]. The interventions are
developed initially with the aim of allowing groups to evolve and
improve their social and interpersonal relations but eventually focus
upon several areas of group-development, such as clarification
of common goals, achieve results or complete assignments [21].
According to Klein et al. [2] and Shuffer et al. [21], team-building
interventions may be sorted into four different categories, each aiming
at: goal-clarification, role-clarification, problem-solving and improved
interpersonal relations.
In a meta-analysis, Klein et al. [2] examined the effects of teambuilding on cognitive, affective, process- and performance-measures
and observed that the intervention induced a moderately positive
effect on all the parameters with greatest effect upon affective and
process-measures. Taking into account group-size, it was shown that
independent of group-size, the interventions were efficacious but with
larger group-size were even more efficacious (ibid). A closer study of
the different team-building categories indicated that interventions
aimed at goal clarification and role-clarification exerted the greatest
effects upon outcomes.
Bradley et al. [23] imply that the effect of team-building on group
performance is influenced also by the time-frame within which the
team is together and the length of time the group is assigned to complete
the task. They observed that team-building did not exert any influence
for teams that were constructed for only short periods and that were
assigned a fictive task during a short period whereas the interventions
Clin Exp Psychol, an open access journal
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exerted effects for already-existing teams and newly-constructed teams
that worked together on a real task over a more extended period.
Within group research, teams assembled for short periods to work on
fictive tasks have been applied as a commonplace design which may
explain contradictory results that have been obtained for team-building
[23]. The present study explores work-groups with assignments within
a common area and who worked together over at least three months
and are expected to continue to work together during the foreseeable
future.

IMGD based team-building interventions
Studies pertaining to IMGD- and GDQ-based interventions
are of particular interest for this article since they are comparable to
a great extent with the intervention that is examined in the present
study. GDQ-interventions overlap with team-building extensively since
they affect goal-clarification and role-clarification, with the inclusion
of consideration for the groups’ phase of development. Furthermore,
the usual interventions affecting communication, feedback, trust and
leadership are usually included. Jacobsson and Wramsten W [24]
studied teambuilding among teams of high school teachers. From
the groups’ phase-profile, group-specific focus areas were chosen
to allow further development. The focus areas typically consisted of
goal-formulation, role-clarification, decision-making processes and
construction of functional sub-groups as well as questions regarding
leadership. The results, in terms of differences among the four GDQ
scales before and after intervention, indicated significant difference on
all four scales implying successful group development [24].

Purpose and Problem
The present study examines the extent to which a consult-training
with team-building intervention may influence group development.
The experimental groups were assigned to receive a directed teambuilding intervention during the course of a whole day followed by
digital ‘follow-up’ of commitments during a period of six months, and
ended by a half-day evaluation. The control groups were not assigned
to any intervention but only answering the GDQ at the same point of
time as the experimental groups. The problem posed was: does teambuilding intervention influence ‘group-maturation’ in work groups?

Method
Participants
The participants in the present study consisted of 49 work groups
within a Swedish state authority that were divided into three areas
with 387 workers from various different backgrounds. They were
selected from different professions that included for instance veterinary
surgeons, legal officers and communicators. The analysis was based
upon 42 groups and 297 participants from the original 49 groups, with
seven groups excluded. Exclusion criteria pertained to: insufficient
criteria for group definition (4 groups), insufficient ‘after’ measurements
(2 groups) and one group was dissolved during the course of the study.
Of the groups studied, there were 20 experimental groups and 22
control groups. The groups were composed of all the groups within
the governmental administrative organization and assigned to each
respective experimental and control condition on a convenience sample
basis, what was practically feasible for the organization.
The number of group-members varied between 3 and 16 participant
(mean 7.1), with the experimental group consisting of 3-10 (mean
6.4) and the control group between 3 and 16 (mean 7.7). There was
a female dominance in the groups, among the experimental groups
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70 percent were female workers and among the control groups 57
percent were female workers. However, according to earlier research
gender composition does not seem to account for differences in team
development [8]. Prior to the study, the groups had worked together
for between 7 and 24 months (mean 12.2) with the experimental
groups between 2 and 10 months (mean 7.7) and the control groups
between 9 and 24 months (mean 16.6). Table 1 presents an overview
of group-member assignment to the experimental and control groups,
respectively.

and high scores indicated high levels of concordance between group
and phase. Table 2 presents examples of the statements provided for
each respective scale on the GDQ. In the reliability tests, Cronbach’s
alpha for GDQ SE3 for Scale I was 0.77, Scale II 0.90, Scale III 0.81, and
Scale IV 0.87 [25]. Table 3 presents the norm data for GDQ SE3 which is
based upon 764 Swedish groups that were adjudged to be representative
for Swedish occupational conditions [19,25].
In order to determine consistency, group means were compared for
each respective scale against the norm data for the Swedish population
[19]. Consistency was estimated according to the scale whereby group
mean was highest in relation to the norm data [25]. Less developed
groups expressed high mean levels on scales I and II and low levels on
scales III and IV in relation to the norm data whereas groups showing
greater development expressed high mean levels on the latter scales and
lower levels on the former scales.

Instrument
In order to measure groups before and after intervention
development, the GDQ SE3 instrument was used, the third Swedish
translation of ”Group Development Questionnaire” (GDQ) [25],
based upon ”The Integrated Model of Group Development” [26]. The
instrument consists of a questionnaire with 60 statements divided into
four scales wherein each scales implies a phase according to IMGD
[26]. Each scale comprises 15 statement measuring the presence
or absence of typical behavior for each respective phase [26]. The
statements in GDQ I measure the degree of energy that the group
invests upon issues like ‘dependence’ and ‘inclusion’, GDQ II the extent
of ‘conflict’ and ‘counter-dependence’, GDQ III the extent of ‘trust’
and ‘structure’, and GDQ IV the energy extent for ‘goal-achievement’
and ‘work-assignments’ [26]. The statements were estimated on a fivedegree Likert scale, whereby “1” signified “never fits this group” and
“5” signified “always fits this group”. The total number of points for
each respective scale therewith varied between 15 and 75, whereby low
scores were associated with low agreement between group and phase

Procedure
Data collection was performed using the GDQ to establish the
developmental phase of the groups during pre- and post-interventional
measurements. The former were performed during September-toOctober 2015 and the latter during march-aril 2016 with a six-month
interval. Each group member completed the GDQ-questionnaire
online, individually and anonymously, after which each group-result
was calculated on the basis of the individuals’ mean-summation on
each respective GDQ scale. The questionnaires were administered
and assembled by representatives of the consultant company and
representatives of the governmental department.

Total-groups

Experiment-groups

Control-groups

No. of members, distribution

3-16

3-10

3-16

Members, means

7.1

6.4

7.7

Age groups, distribution

3-24

7-10

3-24

Age groups, means

12.2

7.7

16.6

Table 1: Data pertaining to the number of members and functional months for 42 groups.
GDQ scale

Sample items
Members tend to go along with whatever the leader suggests.

GDQ 1

There is very little conflict expressed in the group.
We haven’t discussed our goals very much.
People seem to have very different views about how things should be done in this group.

GDQ 2

Members challenge the leader’s ideas.
There is quite a bit of tension in the group at this time.
The group is spending its time planning how it will get its work done.

GDQ 3

We can rely on each other. We work as a team.
The group is able to form subgroups, or subcommittees, to work on specific tasks.
The group gets, gives, and uses feedback about its effectiveness and productivity.

GDQ 4

The group acts on its decisions.
This group encourages high performance and quality work.
Table 2: Sample items for GDQ.
Scale 1

Scale 2

Scale 3

Max. value

52.8

62.3

74

Scale 4
72.2

84 percentile

43.5

43.5

59.5

61.1

Mean. value

37.7

34.8

53.2

54.7

16 percentile

31.8

26.1

46.9

48.3

Min. value

20.3

16

30

30

Stand. dev.

5.8

8.6

6.3

6.3

Table 3: Norms for GDQ SE3 based on 764 Swedish work groups.
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Experimental design
An experimental and control group design whereby 20
experimental groups underwent directed consultant-training for group
development was applied whereas 22 control groups were not recipient
of this intervention. The consultant-training consisted of a whole-day
together with the groups wherein the groups were provided initially
with a theoretical framework of ”The Integrated Model of Group
Development” [1] as well as a presentation of the groups’ individual
GDQ-profile from the pre-interventional measurement. Later, the
teams worked upon the five factors incorporated in the consult-firm
concept: goal-precision, advantageous structures, open interactions,
positive development cultures and high commitment. From the groups’
phase profiles (GDQ) together with discussions emanating from the five
factors essentially, the groups were assigned a general exercise based on
three themes: (i) the goal(s), whereby different issues were posited, e.g.
“Which goals do we want to achieve together, within six months, or
one year?”. The goal could consist of both developmental or deliverance
goals, for example including “How may we become a phase IV team?”
and “How may we achieve a better cooperation?”; (ii) the structure, with
the posited issue “How may we work even more effectively together in
order to achieve our goals?”. The structure discussion included issues
pertaining to how the groups may evolve more productive meetings,
functional follow-up processer and continual self-monitoring; (iii) the
game-rules, positing issues such as “How may we behave in relation
to each other?”. The game-rules under discussion included for instance
feedback and professionalism with the purpose of agreement within the
group regarding how each person related to the others in the group. The
groups’ discussions around these themes led to each group developing
its own ‘action-plans’ for continued collaboration. During six months,
follow-up on the ‘action-plans’ was carried out in the groups using a
digital tool delivered by the consultants, whereby the groups were
allowed to evaluate and provide feedback regularly concerning how well
they experienced the survival of the existing ‘action-plans’. The consulttraining episode was terminated with a half-day follow-up wherein the
groups were given a reinstatement of assignments combined with the
presentation of the post-interventional results from GDQ.

Statistical analysis
In order to examine the extent to which the group-development
interventions influenced group maturation, differences in the means
of the GDQ scales I-IV between the experimental and control groups
were analyzed at the pre- and post-interventional measurements using
two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (mixed design) examine for
interaction effects. To test for “simple effects” of the experimental and
control groups, respectively, between the pre- and post-interventional
measurements, the data were ‘split’ after which one-way ANOVA was
performed upon those scales a significant interaction effect had been
obtained.

Results
Consult-training with team-building interventions was shown to
have induced an influence upon the development of the groups under
study, i.e., whether not there was a difference in group development
on the post-intervention tests between the experimental and control
groups. Table 4 presents mean values the experimental and control
groups, respectively, on each of the GDQ scales during the pre- and
post-interventional measurements. In comparison with the Swedish
norm data (Table 3), it was found that the pre-intervention measures
of the experimental group were lower on Scales I and II but higher on
scales III and IV. It is indicated that the experimental group expressed
Clin Exp Psychol, an open access journal
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Scale: GDQ

GDQ I

GDQ II

GDQ III

Control pre-measure*

37.7

34.9

52.5

GDQ IV
53.7

Control post-measure#

37.2

34.9

52.7

53.9

Experiment pre-measure*

33.1

30.0

54.7

55.9

Experiment post-measure#

32.2

30.0

56.3

58.4

Note: *pre-intervention; #post-intervention
Table 4: Means for Scales I-VI for experimental and control groups at pre- and
post-intervention.

greater development that the norm data for Swedish occupational
groups.
In order to examine whether or not there occurred a difference
between the experimental and control group on the pre- and postinterventional measurements, a two-way independent ANOVA
with repeated measures (mixed design), for scales I-IV of the GDQ,
respectively, was performed. There was a significant interaction effect
for the GDQ Scale IV F (1, 40)=4.25, p<0.05, partial η2=0.10; but not
for GDQ Scale I F (1, 40)=1.23, p>0.05, partial η2=0.03; GDQ Scale II
F (1, 40)=0.00, p>0.05, partial η2=0.00 or GDQ Scale III F (1,40)=1.38,
p>0.05, partial η2=0.03. Following the significant interaction effect for
GDQ Scale IV, the presence of “simple effects” for the experimental and
control groups was tested for separately to ascertain whether or not
the group-development interventions had induced alterations in the
desired direction while there was an absence of these alterations in the
control groups. It was indicated that the mean value of the experimental
group on GDQ Scale IV was significantly higher post-intervention:
F(1, 19)=7.50, p<0.05, partial η2=0.28, indicating a medium strong
effect size [35] whereas for the control groups there were no significant
difference: F (1, 21)=0.04, p>0.05, partial η2=0.00.

Discussion
The present study examined whether or not consult-training with
team-building interventions may influence group development among
work groups within a Swedish state authority. The results aimed to
provide an answer to the problem: does team-building intervention
influence ‘group-maturation’ in work groups? It was indicated that
the experimental group increased significantly its’ scoring on the
GDQ Scale IV scoring from the pre- to the post-interventional phase
implying that the team-building interventions influenced it according
to Wheelan [1], whereby the degree of energy a group invests upon its
behavior characterizes an effective team. This notion posits also that
a group that has matured to a greater level concurrently reduces its
mean values on GDQ Scales I and II [13], although significance for
this result was not obtained, implying further efforts for development
were necessary for the groups involved. Thus, progress amongst issues
involving dependency and inclusion, conflicts, counter-dependence,
and work-structure was lacking. In view of the marginally higher
development of the experimental group compared to the Swedish norm
data on scale IV that may have influenced the outcome could imply that
the groups had advanced somewhat and this essentially interfered with
development on the other scales. The mean values on scale I and II were
already low in the pre-measures.
How may this result be understood from the context of previous
findings pertaining to team-building effects? Earlier findings are
contradictory with regard to if, how and why interventions function
[2,27]. They have studied the outcome of team-building efficacy to the
exclusions of experimental and control group designs with the majority
of group involving students and training groups which questions the
generalizability of those findings [2], whereas the present study fulfils
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the empirical necessities regarding design, population and outcome.
Nevertheless, meta-analyses [2,27] underline the significance of
this study for cognitive, affective, process- and personal-measures to
describe what has been construed to be an ‘effective team’ [1]. Several
studies have demonstrated the association between team-development
and performance [1,15-17,28,29], and also between team-development
and affective indications such as work-satisfaction, emotional
exhaustion and sick leave [18,19,30]. Effective teams are characterized
by behaviors such as information exchange, functional leadership
alternation and metacognition centered around the groups’ work,
problems and solutions, that include process- and cognitive-indices as
outcomes [21].
It is important to examine the extent to which the consultant
company’s interventions relate to team-building interventions studied
earlier. The present intervention was derived from the notion of
the consultants teambuilding concept with comparative similarities
to factors, role clarification and goal setting [2]; to some extent
the intervntions are also comparable to interpersonal relationship
interventions although the latter remain less effective as the Klein et
al. [2] meta-analysis indicated. GDQ-based interventions influenced
group-development in both the Buzaglo and Wheelans [31] and
Jacobsson and Wramsten Wilmar [24] studies wherein interventions
were adapted to the groups’ phase and members’ discussion around
their common development areas. Buzaglo and Wheelan [31] imply
that psycho-education about development theory and effective teambehaviors rather than individual training is essential for effective groupdevelopment, which comprises a part of the consults intervention
whereby IMGD theory is presented. GDQ-based interventions usually
also involve communicative behavior and feedback [24]. Varieties of
communicative behavior and their correlation with work -satisfaction,
productivity and organizational success have been investigated
by Kauffeld and Lehmann-Willenbrock [32]. They observed that
groups that during meetings: (i) identified problems on the basis of
causation, consequences and possible solutions, (ii) kept to a schedule,
time-frame, clarifications of their own and others statements and
summarized conclusions and decisions, and (iii) took an interest in
change, maintained personal responsibility and action-decisions, had
greater work satisfaction, productivity and organizational success.
These ‘communicative’ behaviors align with some aspects of the
consultants concept in the present study. For instance the concept of
favored structures wherein the weight of effective meeting structure
and decision- and information-avenues are imperative, where through
heightened engagement group members are challenged to take personal
control provide instances of team-building interventions reported in
earlier research [2,27,32].
In summary, team-building interventions may exert positive
influences upon group-development, yet the question of how this
is achieved remains. In order to develop into effective teams, the
organizational and contextual conditions ought to be fulfilled [4,22].
Accordingly, it seems that the conditions surrounding the state authority
may contributed to the successful group-development measured postintervention due to both working together as effective team and lower
estimations on earlier scales of GDQ. It is noticeable that one quarter of
the experimental groups, belonged to a department that differed from
the other departments with regard to leadership due to missing their
department-leader [33], which could have reduced the interventional
effects under a provisional leader. Nytro et al. [34] imply that both
motivation and trust in the intervention affect outcome in addition
to intervention syntax. Furthermore, Wheelan [4] indicates that an
essential ingredient is the precis definition of goals within assignment.
Clin Exp Psychol, an open access journal
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All of which supports the notion of the ‘provisional leader’ effect,
emphasizing the ‘leadership-aspect’. In the present study, differences
emerged between the experimental and control groups both for the
periods when they worked together and in the distribution of members
which may have ‘opened-the-door’ to conditions for differential groupdevelopment conditions. The relevance of these factors for the teambuilding interventions with regard to experimental-control group
differences may be discussed. The latter worked together, on average,
twice as long as the former with a larger number of group-members. The
natural group-development tends to be greatest initially during the first
year of cooperation and then tapering off which seems the case with the
experimental groups. Regarding group size, Klein et al. [2] indicate that
efficacy and decision-propensity are affected by group size: larger groups
indulge in more discussion leading to delayed/questionable decisionmaking. The optimum number of group-members is a condition for
a well-function team [3]. Taking into account the potential effects of
age and group-member size, it is possible the control groups had worse
conditions for group-development which implies that the experimental
groups may not necessarily have progressed to higher extent due to the
intervention solely.

Limitations
Due to administrative constraints of an ongoing project, the design of
group-development interventions and data-collection lacked sufficient
control by the authors not least since group-assignment followed a
‘least-resistance’ pathway which resulted in a lack of randomization
and sufficient matching from aspects of membership size, amount
of time together, or leadership, all of which may have influenced the
result. Group differences may be negligible for the project at large,
due to the use of a ‘cross-over’ design in a later stage of the project
than reported here, resulting in approximately 40 experimental and
40 control groups. Group-size differences, however, remain an issue.
Team-building generally produces greater effects with larger groups [2]
which would suggest larger effects in the planned ‘cross-over’ design
study. A further limitation pertains to the outcome measures, GDQ,
presented as questionnaire allowing it to be colored by group-members’
subjective reporting [2]. Nevertheless, GDQ offers a well-established
instrument with high reliability and validity [8] with several studies
presenting high concordance between GDQ estimations and objective
performance measures [1,15-17,29]. The study gives a ‘half-way’ mark
of the complete project with relatively limited sample which also may
have lack of sufficient statistical power.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The present study contributes to research on the effectiveness
of team-building by demonstrating that there was a positive effect of
group-development expressed by the higher level of efficacy shown
by the experimental group post-intervention. Nevertheless, this result
ought to be interpreted with caution since only a significant effect was
observed on GDQ Scale IV but not on the other scales, I-III. Due to
methodological and conditional constraints, it cannot be precluded
that factors other than intervention affected the result (see above).
However, as one of the few experimental-control group designs upon
pre-existing work groups, there is some potential for generalization to
Swedish state authority conditions. These present results are relevant
to workers and employers undertaking investment decisions pertaining
to group-development initiatives. Implication for policy is that,
although the results in the study only provide modest indications that
team development is an effective investment to streamline the work of
government agencies, there are good reasons to continue doing this
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kind of experiments. The results encourage a continued exploration.
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